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PRODUCT NAME LED Strip Light

LIGHT COLOUR Red / Yellow / Blue / Green / White

LENGTH 1m

LED QUANTITY 60pcs

LED 5050 SMD LED

VOLTAGE 110V

WORKING CURRENT 0.068A/m

POWER 7W/m

WAVE LENGTH 330Lm (white colour only)

BEAMING ANGLE 120º

IP IP67

RA >80 (white colour only)

WORKING TEMPERATURE -20~50ºC

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

- This strip can be curved and placed at your 
need, lighting the desired area with crystal-like 
sparkling lights 

- It is made with SMD5050 LEDs for high 
brightness, wide beaming angle, even and 
uniformed lighting distribution and low light 
decay. 

- Each 0.5m forms a loop when cut; according to 
how it is cut and where it is applied, it can be 
installed in diverse ways to fulfill the need of the 
user. 

- The installation is very easy and the product can 
be connected with high voltage of up to 110V AC 
by plug with the strips 

- The strip light comes with FR PCB for high 
conductivity and excellent heat dissipation 
function. 

- The application capacity is very wide; it suits for 
home decorations, bar lightings, KTV lightings, 
street illuminations,  sign lightings and so on.
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- Do not light the strips with a long time (within 1 
minute), when the strip rolls up, pile it into a ball; 
do not split off the package 

- Only cut the gap at the whole meters, otherwise 
it will cause the loss of entire lights on the strip 

- Do not power the light during installation or 
assembly process. Turn on the strip only under 
the condition of good wiring, installation and 
fixation 

- The light cannot be installed under water or 
explosive environment; ensure the surrounding is 
ventilated.

APPLICATION
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